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htroduction: Although uot recognized as a truc 
geologic period on Mars, the term "Martian Quat=- 
nary" emerged at the 2001 LPSC []]- The phrase helps 
focus attention on the fact &at Mars does indeed e%- 
bbit dynamic surface processes md geomorphic fa- 
tures active on time scales less than lo6 yean. AS on 
e a a  evolving landscapes can serve as important 
storehouses for paltoclimatic and paIeoeDvironmenta1 
records- However, deciphering the "Quatcmary" his- 
tory of Mars will require the development of 4 new set 
of tools that axe Uniquely suited to e x d i n g  youthful 
sediments and geomorphic features. 

Critical among thcsc new tools will be geologic 
dating tcchniques. Sediment da- ttchniques useful 
on 4 0 "  year timescales are needed to provide a tempo- 
ral framework for the records of environmental change 
e.xpre,ssed in the surface features and landfms OD 

Mats. Additionally, the need for absolute dating tech- 
niqucs has been recognized as "thc single greatest ob- 
stadc to docking and interpreting the geologic and 
climatic rccords preserved at the [martian] pole [z]." 
Lepper and McKeevet [3,4] have proposed adapmtion 
of optically stimulated luminesccnce (OSL), nn cstab- 
lishcd temestrial Quaternary dating method., for remote 
in-situ dating of martjap sediments including those 
incorporated in polar deposits 
We suggest here an additional capability of a Te- 

mote in-siru luminescence dating bstnuncnt -- a new 
tool for ''Mattian QuaternaIy" science - a method of 
distinguishing the depositioml mvironment of near- 
surface sediments. 

Background; In its simplest expression a lumi- 
nescence age iS thc naturnl radiation dose absorbed by 
the sample (De) divided by the local ionizing radianon 
dose rate (D')- If the equivalent dose or D.of a sedi- 
ment sample is measured numcrow times, the distri- 
bution of D s  obtained can be scrutinized. Terrestrial 
OSL dating research indicates that the shapc charac- 
teristics of D. distributions vary with depositional 
mode [5,6]. Distributions obtained from eolian depos- 
its ( w i d  blown tiedixncnrs) generally approximnte 
n o m 1  distributions with rclativcly small standard de- 
viations (Fig la). While fluvial deposits (sediments 
transported by sueam snd rivers) often exhibit distri- 
butions that arc SVOngly positively skcwed and have 
much larger relative standard deviations (Fig lb). 
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J. 1 - Examples of (a) an eolian D, distribution and I 
a fluvial De distribution. These distributlons are also 
two of training data sets used in the neural network 
analysis. Note the difTerence in scale along the x-axis. 

Although these statistical parametem are useful and 
easily calculated their boundary values are not well 
&&led, md qualitanve assessment of tbe -bution 
data is required to differendate between dcpositiona1 
modes. 

Irr this investigation we apply a Deural network 
analysis method to produce a quantitative d-ction 
between distributions obtained from eolian and fluvial 
sediments based on their shapc characteristics. The 
method is then tested using samples whose deposi- 
tional mode was known, but whose De distributions 
were qualitatively less distinct. 

Methods: The sample set in this study i s  c o n  
poscd of three eolian sand samples collectcd from 
dunes adjacent to the North Canadian and Chamon 

b ceapal Oklahoma md W fluvial sand s-- 
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ples collected from the floodplain of Cow Crcek a 
tributary of the Cimmon. More than 100 individual 
luminescence equivalent dose determinations were 
made from each of the six samples u ~ h g  OSL single 
aliquot regencration procedures [6,73. Objective crite- 
ria for data binning and histog~m platthg were used 
as outlined in [6]- The resulting distributions formed 
thc input data sets to &e ncural network analysis pro- 
gram, 

Neural Network Analysis. A back-propagation 
technique [9] as shown schematically in Fig. 2, was 
used to classify the data as cither eolian or fluvial. 
Two sets of D, data from the fluvial samples and two 
sets of De data fiom the eolian samples were &t used 
to train the network. Tbe dismibution data was fed into 
the nodes of the input layer as x,y-pairs of bin center 
and number of occuraces ia the bb. Because tbe 
magnirudes of the doses in each distribution were 
somewhat different the data wae first normalized to 
thc maximum distribution frequency. This allows for 
the removal of the arbitmy shift of the distribution 
along rhe dose axis and lets the network conwage only 
on the shape of the dismiution. The input layer then 
associates a wcight with each of the input distn’bution 
points and feeds these weighted values to the hidden 
layer. The hidden layer sums up all weightcd contri- 
butions at each node, associates mothcr weight with 
these values and then sends it to the output layer. The 
output layer sums up all weighted conm3utions to pro- 
duct a single value and this value is then compared 
with the =get value (eolian+ O or fluvial+ 1). At this 
point, the weights of both the input layer and hidden 
layer ate then itexatively adjusted until the output value 
approaches the target value. Once the two scts of 
weights have been adjusted to an appropriate value 
such that all the training data produces the correct out- 
put, the trained weights are then used to classify the 
‘unknown’ distributions as fluvial or eolian. ~n output 
value of 0.5 would represent a data set indistinguish-, 
able fiom either goup. 

Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of the neural network 
analysis approach used in this study. 

Results: The back propagation analysis method 
produod output values within 1.2% or closer for all 
four trainiDg sets uable 1)- As stated ear~er  the un- 
knowns were selected because their classification on a 
qualitative basis was less distinct than the samples 
used AS aainiry sets. The quantitative output f b m  the 
analysis method is consisteilt with this observation in 
that the output values for the unkno~ms exhibit a larger 
deviation from the target value (Table 1). Hwever, 
thc analysis method was capable of correctly disth- 
guishing the depositional mode the unknowns; #1 eo- 
lian, #2 fluvial (Table 1). 

Table 1. Summary of the results from the back- 

Discussion: Certaialy, thc number of data sets 
available for this pilot study was small. However, the 
success of this quantitative analysis method in distin- 
guishing the depositional environment of sedimcnts 
paves thc way for development of more sophistiabd 
ncural networks. On-going data collection efforts will 
produce much more robust training sets and more 
challcngiOg test sets. Future refinemeon to the analy- 
sis could include error and confidence evaluations as 
well as neural network schemes that contain more than 
two end-member types. 

Beyond its primary objective of sub-million year 
sedimentary geochronology, this study proposes an 
addirianal capability of a remote in-situ luminescence 
dating instrument for Mars. i.e. distinguishing the dc- 
positional environment of near-surface sediments. 
Ldnescence geochronoIogy and luminescence gco- 
science: new tools for a ncw em of planetary sciencc. 
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